SAFETY FIRST TRAINING SERVICES
Comply with safety standards to reduce risk and improve productivity.

**Horizon Solutions™ Training Modules and Services**
- Horizon Solutions Safety First comprehensive facility assessment
- OSHA 10-hour or 30-hour General Industry face-to-face safety certification
- OSHA 10-hour or 30-hour Construction face-to-face safety certification
- Arc Flash NFPA 70E, Protection and Prevention and OSHA Electrical Hazards four-hour training
- Visual lockout/tagout training, survey, and procedure writing
- Lockout/tagout annual audits
- Emergency action plans and fire safety
- Fire extinguisher training
- Fall protection 10-hour competent person training
- Working at height two-hour worker training
- Passive fall restraint and guard railing solutions
- Confined space entry awareness training
- Fall protection and confined space equipment inspection
- Ladder safety basics
- Fixed vertical ladder inspection and solutions
- Scaffold safety
- Walking and working surfaces / slip, trip, and fall awareness training
- Floor matting and sorbent survey and solutions
- Ergonomic solutions
- Personal protective equipment (PPE) survey and solutions
- Respiratory protection training, fit testing, and hazard abatement solutions
- Hand protection survey and solutions
- Hazard communication and Globally Harmonized Systems (GSA) awareness training
- Cleanroom requirements, survey, and recommendations
- Signage, visual workplace, floor marking, and emergency exit requirement survey and recommendations
- Emergency eyewash and shower survey and recommendations
- Hearing conservation program review and recommendations
- Basic first aid, CPR, and AED training
- Five S training and certification
- Fixed machine guarding solutions
Workplace safety training provides employees with the knowledge and skills they need to protect equipment, facilities, and, most importantly, each other—preventing injuries, illnesses, and operational losses is just good business.

From the line operator to the CEO, safety touches all levels of a company. Ingraining safety into your culture is more than a compliance measure, it also provides tangible operational benefits. Safety not only ensures that all of your workers return home safe and healthy every day, it also increases brand reputation, improves efficiency, and ultimately saves you money.

We are your trusted resource, developing solutions that drive an accident- and injury-free workplace. We are recognized for our safety expertise in observing, collecting, and analyzing data, assessing gaps, and creating action plans to address safety gaps.

**Automation and Machine Safety Services**

- Machine standards training and solutions covers current standards and industry accepted interpretations with standards updates, as required
- Machine conformity audits to verify and document compliance
- Machine risk assessment and risk reduction planning—training on procedures of risk assessment, standards interpretation, and assessment documentation
- Hazard abatement through redesign
- Safety circuit design
- Technical specification development to create machine safety standards, addressing solutions for company-wide facilities or machinery
- Machine stop time measurement
- Hard guard fabrication and installation
- Safety circuit device mounting and wiring
- Circuit modification and commissioning
- Probability of failure on-demand calculations

Horizon Solutions can provide safety training and services on-site at your facility or at one of our state-of-the-art training centers. Our OSHA Outreach Trainers are qualified to provide certified training in most safety modules, toolbox talks, hands-on training demonstrations and safety consultation. Supplier demos are also available throughout our geographic region.

Our safety suppliers and our in-house Safety Certified Specialists are at your service to assist with your safety requirements and programs. Horizon Solutions is your first resource for any safety related products, services, and training requirements.

**Contact a Horizon Solutions Safety Specialist today to learn more about our workplace safety solutions, call (800) 724-4750.**